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ABSTRACT
In recent years, a variety of systems have been developed that
export the workflows used to analyze data and make them part of
published articles. We argue that the workflows that are published
in current approaches are dependent on the specific codes used for
execution, the specific workflow system used, and the specific
workflow catalogs where they are published. In this paper, we
describe a new approach that addresses these shortcomings and
makes workflows more reusable through: 1) the use of abstract
workflows to complement executable workflows to make them
reusable when the execution environment is different, 2) the
publication of both abstract and executable workflows using
standards such as the Open Provenance Model that can be
imported by other workflow systems, 3) the publication of
workflows as Linked Data that results in open web accessible
workflow repositories. We illustrate this approach using a
complex workflow that we re-created from an influential
publication that describes the generation of ‘drugomes’.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C. Computer systems organization, D.2 Software engineering,
D.2.10 Design.

General Terms
Documentation, Performance, Design, Standardization.

Keywords
Workflows, provenance, OPM, Wings, reproducibility.

1. INTRODUCTION
Scientific workflows are products of research and should be
treated as first-class citizens in cyberinfrastructure [9]. Workflows
represent computations carried out to obtain scientific results, but
these computations are only described in the narrative of
published scientific articles and only at a very high level.
Scientific articles describe computational methods informally,
often requiring a significant effort from others to reproduce and to
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reuse. The reproducibility process can be so costly that it has been
referred to as “forensic” research [1]. Studies have shown that
reproducibility is not achievable from the article itself, even when
datasets are published [1], [15]. Retractions of publications do
occur, more often than is desirable [26]. A recent editorial
proposed tracking the “retraction index” of scientific journals to
indicate the proportion of published articles that are later found
problematic [7]. Publishers themselves are asking the community
to end “black box” science that cannot be easily reproduced [24].
The impact of this issue is well beyond scientific research circles.
Clinical trials based on erroneous results pose significant threats
to patients [14]. The validity of scientific research methods has
been put in question [17]. The public has neutral to low trust on
scientists for important topics such as flu pandemics, depression
drugs, and autism causes [25].
To facilitate reproducibility, the idea of enhancing scientific
publications with explicit workflows has been proposed [5].
Workflows could be incorporated as supplementary material of
scientific publications, much like datasets are included today. This
would make scientific results more easily reproducible because
articles would have not just a textual description of the
computational process used but also a workflow that, as a
computational artifact, could be inspected and automatically reexecuted. Some systems exist that augment publications with
scripts or workflows, such as Weaver and GenePattern [6] [18]
[19]. Repositories of shared workflows enable scientists to reuse
workflows published by others and reproduce their results [27].
Some research addresses the publication of workflows using
semantic web technologies [21]. Many workflow researchers have
developed and adopted the Open Provenance Model (OPM) as a
shared model for workflow publication that is independent of
particular workflow systems [23]. OPM is an important step
towards reusability in workflow publication.
However none of the approaches to workflow publication to date
supports reproducing workflows across different execution
infrastructures. Each lab has an execution infrastructure that
includes software libraries and codes for computations that are
different from other labs. Therefore, even if a workflow is
published in OPM and can be run in other workflow systems, it
remains tied to the particular executable components used in the
original workflow and therefore its reusability is severely limited.
We see a workflow as a “digital instrument” that enables scientists
to analyze data through the lens of the method that the workflow
represents. A technological challenge is how to make such
instruments reusable across labs and institutions, since each has a

diverse software and hardware infrastructure. Publishing and
sharing workflows that can only be run using a particular software
platform is useful, but their reusability is severely limited to labs
that have the same software platform. What is needed is a
mechanism to publish workflows that would give scientists access
to such digital instruments at very low cost, and that would
facilitate the reuse of the method, i.e., the workflow, in the desired
execution infrastructure which may be different from the original
one used by the workflow publishers.
This paper describes a framework to publish computational
workflows used in a research article in a manner that is both
platform independent and easily reusable in different platforms.
Our work has three major contributions:
1.

Publishing an abstract representation of the executed
workflow. This abstract workflow captures a conceptual and
execution-independent view of the data analysis method. It
makes the workflow more reusable, providing a better
understanding of its methods and making every workflow
step a separate reusable unit. We use the Wings workflow
system [8] [10], which has an expressive language to
represent reusable abstract workflow templates using
semantic constraints in OWL and RDF.

2.

Publishing both the abstract workflow and the executed
workflow in OPM. Although other systems publish the
executed workflow in OPM, our work is novel in that the
abstract workflow is published as well. As a result, the
abstract method is no longer dependent on the particular
execution environment used to run the original workflow.
We extended OPM with a profile called OPMW that includes
terms appropriate to describe abstract workflows.

3.

Publishing the workflows as web objects. We used the
Linked Data principles [4], [13] to enable direct access to
workflows, their components, and the datasets used as web
objects with a unique URI and represented in RDF. This
would enable other scientists to inspect a workflow without
having to ask the investigators for details and without having
to reproduce it. We offer an RDF repository of published
workflows, as accessible from a SPARQL Endpoint. Other
applications can import these workflows. An additional
advantage is that the workflows could be linked to life
sciences entities that are already published as web resources,
including OBO4, PDB5, and UniProt6. Published workflows
can become Research Objects (ROs) [2] or nanopublications
[11].

We applied our framework to reproduce the method of an
influential publication that describes how to derive the drug-target
network of an organism, called its “drugome” [16]. Wings is used
to create the workflows (abstract and executable). We extended
Wings to publish the workflow in OPM as Linked Data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section
briefly reviews the drugome workflow that we reproduced.
Section 3 introduces our approach, defining abstract workflows
and modeling decisions made. Section 4 explains the architecture
of the conversion and publication process. Section 5 discusses the
4
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advantages of publishing workflows as Linked Data along with
query examples. Finally, we present conclusions and future work.

2. INITIAL FOCUS: THE DRUGOME
WORKFLOW
Our initial focus is a method to derive the drug-target network of
an organism (i.e., its drugome) described in [16]. The article
describes a computational pipeline that accesses data from the
Protein Data Bank (PDB) and carries out a systematic analysis of
the proteome of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB) against all
FDA-approved drugs. The process uncovers protein receptors in
the organism that could be targeted by drugs currently in use for
other purposes. The result is a drug-target network (a “drugome”)
that includes all known approved drugs. Although the article
focuses on a particular organism (TB), the authors state that “the
methodology may be applied to other pathogens of interest with
results improving as more of their structural proteomes are
determined through the continued efforts of structural
biology/genomics”. That is, the expectation is that others should
be able to reuse this method to create other drugomes, and to do
so periodically as new proteins and drugs are discovered. The
original work did not use a workflow system. Instead, the
computational steps were run separately and manually.
With the help of the authors of the article, we were able to create
the executable workflow that reflects the steps described in the
original article. We are able to run it with data used in the original
experiments. As is usual in computational biology, the paper has a
“methods” section that describes conceptually what computations
were carried out, but we needed clarifications from the authors in
order to reproduce the computations. Moreover, although the
article had just been published we found that some of the software
originally used in the experiments was no longer available in the
lab, so some of the steps already needed to be done differently.
Figure 1 shows the dataflow diagram of the core steps of the
drugome workflow represented in Wings. Datasets are represented
as ovals, while computations (codes) are shown as rectangles. The
main inputs to the workflow are: 1) a list of binding sites of
approved drugs that can be associated with protein crystal
structures in PDB, 2) a list of proteins of the TB proteome that
have solved structures in PDB, and 3) homology models of
annotated comparative protein structure models for TB. First, the
SMAP8 tool is used to compare both the binding sites of protein
structures and the homology models against the drug binding
sites. The results are sorted and merged. Next, the FATCAT9 tool
is used to compare the overall similarity of the global protein
structures, and only significant pairs are retained. A graph of the
resulting interaction network is generated, which can be
visualized in tools such as Cytoscape10. Finally, the Autodock
Vina11 tool is used to perform molecular docking, to predict the
affinity of drug molecules with the proteins.
However, in order for this drugome workflow to be widely
reusable, we need to be able to publish not just what was
executed, but the abstract method in a standard language that
many groups can reuse. In addition, having the workflow and
supporting data accessible for queries to a public endpoint would
allow anyone gain a better understanding of the experiment even
without having to reproduce it.
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3. APPROACH
This section describes three key features of our approach. First,
publishing an abstract workflow provides the means to separate a
method from the current implementation as an executable
workflow. Second, by transforming both the abstract template and
the workflow instance results to OPM we separated the workflow
from any workflow system representation. Third, publishing
workflows as Linked Data provides the added value of allowing
sharing and reusing the templates and results from other workflow
systems, as well as being able to link resources from datasets
already published as Linked Data.

3.1 Abstract workflows
A key feature of our approach is the creation of an abstract
workflow in addition to the executable workflow. This addresses
several limitations of executable workflows regarding reusability.
First, the executable workflow runs codes that may not be
available to other researchers. In our case, one of the codes was no
longer available in the UCSD lab. In the paper, there is a step that
obtains docking results from a tool called eHits13. However, this
tool is proprietary. For our workflow we used alternative tool,
Autodock Vina, which obtains docking results too, and it is open
source. Another tool, SMAP, had been revised and a new version
was available that had a few differences with the one originally
used. Note that these changes in the execution environment
occurred within the same lab that published the original method
just in a few months time. The execution environment in other
labs that could reproduce the method would be likely have many
more differences. Therefore, publishing the executable workflow
has very limited use. This can be addressed if, in addition to
publishing the executable workflow that mentions the software
that was used, the authors publish an abstract workflow
description. In our case, such abstract workflow would include an
abstract “docking” step with the same input and output datasets as
eHits but that can be easily mapped to Autodock Vina as an
alternative tool for that abstract step.
Second, different labs prefer to use different tools for data
analysis. In our case, there is a visualization step that can be done
using Cytoscape, a known and well-integrated tool, but the lab
preferred using yEd14, which is also very popular. Publishing an
abstract workflow that has a more general visualization step and
does not mention particular tools facilitates the customization to
each lab’s software environment.
Third, an investigator may not be familiar with the particular
implementations used by others. Many investigators prefer to use
Matlab 15 because it is a commercial product that has been
debugged and verified and do not want to use R16 because it has
not been as thoroughly tested. Other investigators strongly favor R
because of its wide availability to other researchers. So having
abstract descriptions of steps that are independent of the
implementation makes the workflow more understandable and
therefore more reusable.

Figure 1: The TB Drugome executable workflow, where the
software component is specified for each computational step.

We define abstract workflows as reusable templates whose steps
are abstract classes of components that are implemented by
several executable components. These classes describe the inputs
and outputs of each step as well as any constraints they have.
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Figure 2: Executable workflow (left) and abstract workflow (right) for the protein structure comparison portion of the drugome
workflow.
Thus, the purpose of the abstract workflow is twofold: a) to
separate a component description from its actual implementation,
making possible to have different instantiations of the same
component for the same abstract workflow, b) to make the
workflow more human readable by providing a general view of
the steps executed in the workflow in a tool-independent way.
Clearly abstract workflows are useful in themselves. However,
they should not replace the publication of the executable
workflow. The executable workflow provides data products and
details of the code invocations that may be useful to other
investigators. That is, the abstract workflow complements the
executable workflow, but should not replace it.
Wings models the aforementioned separation through three main
ontologies: one describes workflows (abstract or executable),
another one describes components (abstract or executable), and
the last one describes the data catalog, which describes data files.
Figure 2 shows on the left side the dataflow diagram of one of the
subworkflows from the drugome workflow. The subworkflow
consists on a comparison of dissimilar protein structures, with a
formatting step followed by a checking step, and then a filtering
step (post processing) after the main comparison.

In Wings, users can define workflow templates that include
abstract components as shown in Figure 2 on the right. Wings has
a workflow generation algorithm to create valid executable
workflows from an abstract workflow template. This algorithm
infers which of the tool implementations must be used for each of
the abstract steps in the template, and if many are available, asks
the user to choose one or else the system chooses one
automatically. What we want to do is export the Wings abstract
workflow used to create the executable workflow, as well as the
executable workflow itself.
The Wings executable workflow on the left of Figure 2 is
submitted to an execution engine. Typically the execution engine
is Pegasus19, which makes many transformations to the workflow
and executes it in the Condor infrastructure20. That is, the Wings
executable workflow is a high-level plan for the execution (which,
in turn, Pegasus calls an “abstract” workflow because it does not
contain execution details), and represents a view of what was
executed. This is the execution provenance that we export in this
work. The detailed execution provenance records for Pegasus and
Condor is exported by Pegasus [20] and is not addressed in this
paper.
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Figure 3: Modeling of an example abstract and executable workflow that has only step (executionNode1), which runs the workflow
component (specComp1) that has one input (execInput1) and one output (executionOutput1). References to OPMV and
OPMO are represented with their prefixes. The extended classes for our new OPMW profile use the opmw prefix.

3.2 OPMW: Modeling abstract workflows
and executions with OPM
To export the abstract workflows and the executable workflows
we use OPM, a widely-used domain-independent provenance
model result of the Provenance Challenge Series21 and years of
workflow provenance exchange and standardization in the
scientific workflow community.
There are several reasons to use OPM. First, OPM has been
already used successfully in many scientific workflow systems,
thus making our published workflows more reusable [22].
Another advantage is that the core definitions in OPM are domain
independent and extensible to accommodate other purposes, in
our case workflow representations. In addition, OPM can be
considered the basis of the emerging W3C Provenance
Interchange Language (PROV), which is currently being
developed by the W3C Provenance Working Group23 as a
standard for representing and publishing provenance on the Web.
OPM offers several core concepts and relationships to represent
provenance. OPM models the resources (datasets) as artifacts
(immutable pieces of state), processes (action or series of actions
performed on artifacts), and agents (controllers of processes).
Their relationships are modeled in a provenance graph with five
causal edges: used (a process used some artifact),
wasControlledBy (an agent controlled some process),
wasGeneratedBy
(a
process
generated
an
artifact),
wasDerivedFrom (an artifact was derived from another artifact)
and wasTriggeredBy (a process was triggered by another process).
It also introduces the concept of roles to assign the type of activity
21
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that artifacts, processes or agents played when interacting with
each other, and the notion of accounts and provenance graphs to
group sets of OPM assertions into different subgraphs. An account
represents a particular view on the provenance of an artifact based
on what was executed.
We mapped Wings ontologies to the OPM core model, extending
OPM core concepts and relationships according to our needs in a
new profile called OPMW.
We use two OPM ontologies for our mapping. OPMV 24 is a
lightweight RDF vocabulary implementation of the OPM model
that only has a subset of the concepts in OPM but it facilitates
modeling and query formulation. OPMO 25 covers the full
functionality of the OPM model, and we use it for mapping to
OPM concepts that are not in OPMV, such as Account or OPM
Graph.
Figure 3 shows a high level diagram of the mappings to OPM of
an abstract workflow on the left and a specific execution on the
right. The workflow shown here has one step (executionNode1),
which runs the workflow component (specComp1) that has one
input (execInput1) and one output (executionOutput1). For some
of the concepts there is a straightforward mapping: datasets (ovals
represented in Figure 2) are a subtype of Artifacts, while
workflow steps (rectangles in Figure 2), also called nodes, map to
OPM Processes. Notice that each node has a link to the
component that is run in that step, for example the workflow in
Figure 1 has two nodes that run the same component SMAPV2.
There is no OPM term that can be mapped to components, so we
used our own terms (represented with the ac prefix in the Figure
3).
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Figure 4: Architecture overview and conversion process
In the figure, the terms taken from OPMO and OPMV are
indicated using their namespaces. The new terms that we defined
in our extension profile use the OPMW prefix.
In Wings, abstract workflows are considered a special case of
workflow templates where all the steps are abstract classes of
components. That is, a Wings workflow template can include a
mixture of abstract and specific steps. This is why the concepts in
OPMW refer to templates instead of abstract workflows, so that
we can use OPMW to export any type of workflow.
The executable workflows and the abstract workflows are mapped
to different concepts in OPM. Executed workflows are mapped to
OPM Accounts, reflecting the fact that they capture a Wings view
on the execution (recall that Pegasus and Condor each produce
their own views on the execution, each at different levels of
detail). Workflow templates are not considered accounts since
they can be defined in absence of any execution. Therefore, we
represent them as a subclass of OPMGraphs.
Since Wings does not capture the exact time execution of each of
the nodes (Pegasus and Condor do) but only captures the starting
and ending time of the whole execution, we have linked this
information to the execution account along with additional
metadata like if it has been a successful execution.
To make the distinction between datasets used in the abstract
workflows and the workflow executions explicit, we have
extended OPM Artifacts with ArtifactTemplates (the general
artifacts used in the abstract workflow) and ArtifactInstances
(which are bound to an ArtifactTemplate). Likewise, we defined
two subclasses of OPM Process as ProcessTemplates (the abstract
steps used in the abstract workflow) and ProcessInstances (the
steps in the executable workflow).
The template process in Figure 3 (templateNode1) uses one input
artifact (artifact1), has one abstract component (absComp1) and
generates an output artifact (outputArtifact1). All template
artifacts and processes are linked to a WorkflowTemplate through
hasArtifactTemplate and hasArtifactProcess respectively. On the
right side of the figure we can see how the processInstance

(executionNode1), controlled by a user (user1) which is of type
Agent, used a particular input bound to its corresponding
ArtifactTemplate and generates the ouputArtifact. All artifacts,
processes and agents are linked to the execution account, which
has as template workflow the one in the left side of the figure.
Each instance is also bound to its template by the explicit
relationship hasWorkflowTemplate.
Both the executable workflow and the abstract workflow shown in
Figure 2 are published. Other workflow systems (e.g., [21], [22]),
only have the former available for publication.

3.3 Exporting workflows as Linked Data
Publishing the OPM abstract and execution workflows is a very
important step for reproducibility and reuse. In order to be able to
reference all the resources properly, we have decided to follow the
Linked Data principles. According to them, we should use URIs
as names for things, (fully compatible with the expression of
OPM in RDF), use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those
names (making those URIs dereferenceable and available in any
browser), provide useful information when someone looks up a
URI (by showing the resources that are related to the URI) and
include links to other URIs, so they can discover more things.
There are several important advantages of publishing workflows
as Linked Data: a) link to web resources available, for instance
refer to proteins in the Protein Data Bank by using their published
URI; b) get linked from other applications by pointing to the URIs
that we publish, which include both the workflows and the data
generated by them; and c) produce interoperable results within
different systems without having to define particular catalog
structures and access interfaces.
The Wings workflows published by any user as Linked Data
become publicly accessible. In some domains privacy is a concern
(e.g., if the workflow processes genomic data), in those cases the
publication as Linked Data would not be appropriate. However,
there are many areas of science where privacy is not an issue and
that would benefit tremendously of a more open architecture for
sharing both data and workflows as Linked Data.

Figure 5: Linked Data publication architecture
All the URIs published have been designed as “Cool URIs”26,
which mean that we have produced them under a controlled
domain, they are unique, and we can be sure that they are not
going to be changed. Each of these URIs identifies a different
resource in our system that can be individually accessed.
Other work [21] links inputs of the workflows to other datasets in
Linked Data.

4. ARCHITECTURE
Figure 4 shows an overview of the architecture. Different users
produce their own abstract workflows and execution results, either
in their own local installation or in central installations of Wings
accessible as web portals. These workflows are RDF files, and are
converted through a new Wings module to OPM RDF files. The
OPM files are then published as Linked Data (center square of
Figure 4). Once the files are published on the cloud, they are
ready to be queried through external applications or visualized
with Linked Data browsers. Users can import workflows to their
own installations of Wings, where they can run or change the
workflows. Workflows can also be imported to other systems if
they are OPM compatible.
Figure 5 gives more details about Linked Data publication. The
RDF files are loaded into a Triple Store through its interface, and
made public through a public endpoint. We have selected
Allegro 28 as our triple store and Pubby29 for browsing and
visualizing the RDF. An additional file store is needed to store the
files referred to in the links available in the triple store. The file
store is in our local servers (http://wings.isi.edu). The endpoint
can be browsed through generic visualizing tools like Pubby, but
it can also be accessed programmatically from other applications.
For example, other workflow systems could access the workflows
and import them into their framework. The access point for a

workflow is simply a URI (of a workflow template or an
execution), and all the components and datasets in the workflow
can be accessed from it. Additionally, other workflows systems
could publish their own workflows on the public endpoint too. For
doing so, the only requirement is to support the OPM export in a
compatible way and make a secure connection to the triple store.

5. ACCESSING WORKFLOWS AS
LINKED DATA

The workflow repository is open and accessible over the web30.
The repository will grow as users publish more workflows using
our framework.
We show the broad accessibility of the published workflows by
illustrating the queries that we can issue to the repository. Recall
that both abstract workflows and workflow executions coexist in
the same repository. Thus, we can query either of them or a
mixture of both representations. The latter is very useful, as it
enables cross-indexing of methods (the abstract workflows) and
runs (executable workflows).
We illustrate this with three queries to exemplify how to extract
different kinds of information from the repository. To make the
text readable, we have included the following prefix declarations:
@prefix exec: <http://wings.isi.edu/opmexport/resource/
ArtifactInstance/> .
@prefix abst: <http://wings.isi.edu/opmexport/resource/
WorkflowTemplate/> .
@prefix opmw: <http://wings.isi.edu/ontology/opmv/> .
@prefix opmv: <http://purl.org/net/opmv/ns#>.
The first example query is designed to retrieve the executable
workflow step that generated a given artifact and the
corresponding abstract workflow step. The query starts with the
name of an artifact (artifactName) and finds its type (?type), its
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Figure 6. GUI snapshot of the Linked Data application. The information shown refers to part of the workflow instance in Figure 2.
artifact template (?aTempl), the process which generated that
artifact (?process) and then its process template (?templP). The
query is:
SELECT DISTINCT ?process ?type ?aTempl ?templP
WHERE {
<exec:artifactName> a ?type .
<exec:artifactName> <opmw:hasArtifactTemplate>
?aTempl .
< exec:artifactName> <opmv:wasGeneratedBy> ?process .
?process <opmw:hasProcessTemplate> ?templP.
}
The second example query retrieves all workflows that have used
a given dataset. The query also starts with an artifact
(artifactName), but we just ask for the accounts that used such
artifact, along with their corresponding workflowTemplate (which
is the abstract workflow). The query is:
SELECT ?account ? templ
WHERE {
<exec:artifactName> <opmo:account> ?account.
?account <opmw:hasWorkflowTemplate> ?templ
}
For the last query example we change the perspective of the query
to the abstract workflow, and we ask how many executions were
run of a given abstract workflow. For each execution we also

query the start time (?startT), end time (?endT) and the status
(?stat), which specifies whether the execution failed. The query is:
SELECT ?acc ?startT ?endT ?stat
WHERE {
?acc <opmw: hasWorkflowTemplate>
<abst:templateName>.
?acc <opmw:hasStartTime> ?startT.
?acc <opmw:hasEndTime> ?endT.
?acc <opmw:hasStatus> ?stat.
}
As we have demonstrated with these queries, the workflows can
be accessed with basic knowledge of the OPM ontologies.
However, complex queries would require understanding of
OPMW. For this reason, and since navigating through the RDF
with Linked Data browsers (such as Pubby) might be tedious, we
have designed a small Linked Data application 31 for helping users
to browse, search and retrieve the data available in the repository.
Figure 6 shows an overview of this application, retrieving one of
the steps of the executable workflow of Figure 2. On top of the
figure, the user can select what kind of search he is aiming for
(workflow search, author search or resource search). The user can
enter the word terms of the search, which will be auto completed
immediately suggesting any available resources. By selecting one
of the resources, all its relations will be displayed on the same
page. In the case of authors, all their contributions will be
31
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displayed, allowing users browsing their published workflows in
detail. This kind of application can be easily built to allow end
users to access any published Linked Data, making all the Linked
Data management transparent to them. We are currently
developing an application customized for browsing workflow
results.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a novel approach to publishing scientific
workflows that makes the methods of a scientific article more
explicit and reusable than previous approaches. The key
contributions of our work are: 1) the publication of an abstract
workflow that represents the computational method in an
execution-independent manner, 2) the publication of the abstract
workflow and the executed workflow using the OPM standard
that is independent of the execution environment used, and 3) the
publication of the workflows, components, and datasets as Linked
Data on the web. Our initial work is focused on publishing the
drugome workflow, which represents a recently proposed
approach to drug discovery that is both comprehensive and
systematic.
In future work, we plan to develop web applications that will
illustrate the utility of the repository. We plan to develop an
application that enables users to browse the contents of the
repository with workflow visualizations, such as dataflow graphs
and constraints grouped around datasets, and with data
visualizations, showing all data that are related across workflow
runs or within workflow types. Other applications that could be
developed include applications to import the contents of the
workflow repository into other workflow systems, as well as into
other Wings installations in different labs with different execution
infrastructure.
A limitation of our abstract workflows is that they include data
conversion steps that are not appropriate in a high-level
conceptual description. In other work, we have extended Wings to
reason about incomplete workflows and add steps where data
conversions are needed [10]. We plan to extend our work to make
the abstract workflows correspond more closely to how methods
are described in an article, so we can describe a computational
experiment at a conceptual level that makes it even more
understandable, more reproducible, and more reusable. Finally,
we are studying how to merge the abstract workflows with other
publication approaches [2], [11] to avoid workflow execution
decay and increase interoperability.
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